Concept-Map Manual
The use of the concept map is demonstrated here through the solution of four problems in dynamics. In
the following text, the key information, operations, and instructions are underlined in green for quick
referencing.
Problem-1
In fighting forest fires, airplanes work in support of ground crews by dropping water on the fires. If the
plane is flying upward with an angle of 20 degrees with the horizontal and 90m above the ground and
with a speed of 64m/s, at what horizontal distance from the target should the pilot release the canister?
Ignore air resistance.
From the problem statement, we conclude:
Launch velocity = 64 m/s, Launch angle = 20 degrees, y-initial = 90m, y-final = 0m, x-final = 0m, and
g= 9.81 m/s2.
x-initial =?
Choosing a Concept-Map
In the pull-down “File” menu, click “Open” and you will get the window of Figure-1.

Figure -1: Screen for choosing the concept-map.
Select “Projectile” and click “Accept” to open the concept-map for projectile problems. This conceptmap is shown in Figure-2.
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Figure – 2: Projectile Concept Map.
More Info
In the projectile concept-map of Figure-2, there are five nodes. If you “right-click” on any node, a popup button named “More Info” becomes visible. When you “click” this “More Info” button, you will get a
new screen containing “more information” about the node.
For example, when you click “More Info” for the node named “Time to Reach Altitude”, you will get the
screen of Figure-4. On this screen, you can see the definitions of the two “Derived Variables”, in the
projectile concept-map.
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Figure – 3: Sample “More Info” screen.
Variables
Click the “Display Variables” button to get the window of Figure-4.

Figure – 4: View variables screen.
On this window, you will find a choice of three kinds of variables:
1. “Basic Variables” are: Mass, time, velocity, acceleration, gravity, pressure, temperature, etc.
2. “Derived Variables” are functions of more than one “Basic Variable”. “Derived Variables” are
derived from the “Basic Variables” by using definitions or by mathematical operations. Examples
of derived variables are: kinetic energy (contains mass and velocity), potential energy (contains
mass, gravity, and altitude), work (contains pressure and volume), etc.
3. “Control Variables” have no numerical values, but these are logical variables that can be turned
“on” or “off”. The “Control Variables” set the specified conditions in a problem, such as: elastic
collision (true or false), inelastic condition (true or false), isothermal process (true or false), etc.
In the projectile “concept-map” there are no “Control Variables”, but two “Derived Variables”. These
derived variables are the two instants of time at which the projectile attains a given altitude, once during
its upward motion and once more during its downward motion. These instants of time are “derived” by
solving the quadratic expression for the altitude. These “Derived Variables” appear in the node named
“Time to Reach Altitude” (see Figure – 3).
Posing the Problem
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In the window of Figure-4, click on the “View Variables” button. You will get the “basic variable”
window of Figure-5.

Figure – 5: Posing the projectile problem
This window is vertically divided into two columns. The left column is a checklist where you select the
known variables. The right column is a list of “radio-buttons” where you select one variable that is to be
determined. Note that, if you had more than one variable that you wish to determine, you will have to repose the problem on the window of Figure-5.
In the present projectile problem, final x-position, final y-position, gravity, initial y-position, launch
angle, and launch velocity are given. Therefore, the checkboxes corresponding to these variables are
checked as “known variables” in the left column of Figure-5. We wish to determine initial x-position.
Therefore, the radio-button corresponding to this variable is checked as “desired variable” in the right
column of Figure-5.
This completes the posing of the problem in this concept-map.
After the problem is posed, click the “Accept Changes” button. The software displays the choice window
of Figure-6.
Analysis and Solution Paths
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Figure – 6: User’s choice window
Let’s assume that you chose to click the “Computer to solve the map” button. The expert, learning
system, which acts as the logical, solver engine beneath the user interface, solves the problem and
displays the screen of Figure-7a. For unsolvable problems, the software will ask you to repose the
problem in the screen of Figure-5.

Figure – 7a: Solution paths
In some situations, the software may determine multiple paths for the solution of the problem. In some
other situations, the software may be able to determine more desired variables than selected in the screen
of Figure-5. To see these additional paths or solutions, click the pull-down menu button, as shown in
Figure-7b.
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Figure – 7b: Additional solution paths.
The solution paths in the pull-down menu, of Figure-7b, are arranged from shortest to longest.
To pursue the shortest solution path, click “Use This Solution” button in the screen of Figure-7a. You
will get the screen of Figure-8.
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Figure – 8: Path-1 of solution
In the top, right-hand corner of this screen, the solution plan, as determined by the expert system, is
displayed. An enlarged view of the steps of Path-1 is shown in Figure-9.

Figure – 9: Steps of Path-1
Steps-1, 2, and 3 are colored in green. These steps correspond to the starting nodes that are colored green
in the map of Figure-8. Step-4 is colored in red. This step corresponds to the ending node that is colored
red in the map of Figure-9.
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Numerical Solution
The logical, plan builder of this expert system is interfaced with a numerical solver. To invoke the
“solver”, double-click on Step-1. This will bring up the solver screen of Figure-10.

Figure – 10: Solver screen for Step-1
In the solver screen, the data boxes for the known variables are colored yellow and the data boxes for the
unknown variables are colored white.
Goal of this step: Find Initial y-velocity
 Check box “Solve equation 2”
 Check box “Vyi – Initial y-Velocity”
 Enter 64 in yellow box for “V-Launch velocity”
 Enter 20 in yellow box for “theta – Launch Angle”
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Click “Solve” button
Click “Finished” button to exit solver screen

The numerical solver determines Vyi = 21.889 m/s. The solver screens for the Steps-2, 3, and 4 are
shown in Figures-11, 12, 13.

Figure – 11: Solver screen for Step-2.
Goal of this step: Find Time
 Check box “Solve equation 1”
 Check box “t-Time”
 Enter 90 in yellow box for “Yi- Initial y-Position”
 Enter 9.81 in yellow box for “g – Gravity”
 Click “Solve” button
 Click “Resolve” button
 Click “Finished” button to exit solver screen
Important Note: Step-2 requires the solution of a quadratic equation. When you click “Solve”, you will
get a negative solution for the time. However, a negative value in this situation is unrealistic, because the
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bucket released at t = 0 cannot hit the target at a time instant before it is released. Therefore, you will
have to click “Resolve” to get the correct solution for time.
The numerical solver determines t = 7.0612 s.

Figure – 12: Solver screen for Step-3.
Goal of this step: Find Vx – x - Velocity
 Check box “Solve equation 1”
 Check box “Vyi – Initial y-Velocity”
 Click “Solve” button
 Click “Finished” button to exit solver screen
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The numerical solver determines Vx = 60.140 s.

Figure – 13: Solver screen for Step-4.
Goal of this step: Find Xi – Initial x-Position
 Check box “Solve equation 1”
 Check box “Xi – Initial x-Position”
 Click “Solve” button
 Click “Finished” button to exit solver screen
The numerical solver determines Xi = -424.66m.
Further Exploration
Click on Path-2 in the screen of Figure-7b and click on “Use this Solution” button. You will get the
screen of Figure-14.
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Figure – 14: Path-2 of solution.
An enlarged view of the steps of Path-2 is shown in Figure-15.

Figure – 15: Steps of Path-2
When you compare the steps of Path-1 (in Figure-9) with the steps of Path-2 (in Figure-15), you find that
Path-2 has one additional step. In Step-4 of Figure-15, the “Final y-velocity”, which is the y-component
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of the impact velocity, is determined. This impact velocity was not marked as a desired variable in the
right-hand column of the screen of Figure-5. However, the logical, expert system concluded that this
additional variable can be determined from the known variables specified in the left-hand column of the
screen of Figure-5.
Problem – 2
One 1400kg automobile traveling west at 35km/h collides with a 2800kg truck traveling south at 50km/h.
If they become coupled on collision, what are the magnitude and direction of their velocity after
colliding?
Mass mA = 1400kg, Mass mB = 2800kg
Take east as the positive x-axis and north as the positive y-axis.
For mA: Velocity-A Initial-x = -50 km/h and Velocity-A Initial-y = 0 km/h
For mB: Velocity-B Initial-x = 0 km/h and Velocity-A Initial-y = -50 km/h
The collision is inelastic (this condition will be set through control variables).
Find final velocity components of masses A and B.
In the screen of Figure-1, select “Collision and Conservation of Momentum” and click “Accept” to open
the concept-map for collision problems.

Figure – 16: Collision Concept Map
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Click “Display Variables” button to get the screen of Figure-4. Click “View Variables” button to get the
screen of Figure-17.
Control Variables

Figure – 17: Variable type selection
Click on “Control” in the pull-down menu and click on “Add Other Variables” to get the screen of
Figure-18.

Figure – 18: Control variables screen
Check the check-box for “Fully Inelastic Collision” and click the “Add Other Variables” button to return
to the screen of Figure-17. On this screen, pose the problem as shown in Figure-19.
Posing the Problem
The problem is posed in the screen of Figure-19 with “Velocity-A final-x” as the desired quantity.
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Figure – 19: Posing the collision problem.
Click “Accept Changes” and allow computer to solve the problem, you will get the “Post Processing”
window of Figure-20.
Analysis and Solution Paths

Figure – 20: Solution paths
In the screen of Figure-20, click Path-1 and click “Use This Solution”. You will get the screen of Figure21.
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Figure - 21: Path-1 of solution.
The steps of Path-1 appear at the top, right corner of the screen. An enlarged view of the steps of Path-1
is shown in Figure-22.

Figure – 22: Steps of Path-1.
Note that, there are two steps in the solution, but both the steps are numbered as Step-1. This signifies
that Step-1 requires a solution of simultaneous equations.
Numerical Solution
Double-Click on Step-1 in the screen of Figure-22. You will get the solver screen of Figure-23.
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Figure – 23: Simultaneous equation solver screen for Step-1.
Goal of this step: Find Velocity-A final-x and Velocity-B final-x. These two velocities are equal in this
inelastic collision.
 Check box “Vafx”
 Check box “Vbfx”
 Enter mA = 1400 in yellow box
 Enter mB = 2800 in yellow box
 Enter Vaix = -50 in yellow box
 Enter Vbix = 0 in yellow box
 Note that the “Fully Inelastic Collision” condition is “Turned On”
 Click “Solve” button
 Click “Finished” button to exit solver screen
Further Exploration
In the screen of Figure-20, click Path-2 and click “Use This Solution”. You will get the screen of Figure24.
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Figure - 24: Path-2 of solution.
The steps of Path-2 appear at the top, right corner of the screen. An enlarged view of the steps of Path-2
is shown in Figure-25.

Figure – 25: Steps of Path-2.
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When you compare the steps of Path-1 (in Figure-22) with the steps of Path-2 (in Figure-25), you find
that Path-2 has two additional steps. In these steps (two steps labeled as Step-1 in Figure-25), the
“Velocity-A final-y” and “Velocity-B final-y” are determined. These velocities were not marked as
desired variables in the right-hand column of the screen of Figure-19. However, the logical, expert
system concluded that these additional variables can be determined from the known variables specified
in the left-hand column of the screen of Figure-19.
Note that, there are four steps in the solution – two are numbered as Step-1, and the other two are
numbered as Step-2. This signifies that Step-1 of the solution requires solution of simultaneous equations
and Step-2 also requires solution of simultaneous equations.
Problem – 3
A 2800 kg truck has a brake failure while going down a frictionless, icy mountain road of constant
downward slope of 15o. Initially, the truck is moving downhill at a speed of 15m/s. What is the velocity
of the truck after travelling downhill a distance of 400m?
Mass m = 2800kg, gravity g = 9.81 m/s2
Displacement = 400m
Incline angle = - 15o (negative because motion is down the incline)
Final altitude = 0 m
Initial velocity = 15 m/s
Work done by external forces = 0
Initial and final spring energy = 0
Energy loss in friction = 0
Final velocity = ?
In the screen of Figure-1, select “Conservation of Energy” and click “Accept” to open the concept-map
for conservation of energy problems.
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Figure – 26: Energy Concept Map
Click “Display Variables” button to get the screen of Figure-4. Click “View Variables” button to get the
screen of Figure-17.
Derived Variables
Click on “Derived” in the pull-down menu and click on “Add Other Variables” to get the screen of
Figure-27. Check “Energy Loss Friction”, “Final Spring Energy”, “Initial Spring Energy”, and “Work”
as known variables.
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.
Figure – 27: Derived Variables Screen
Click on the “Add Other Variables”, you will get the screen of Figure-28. Check “Angle”,
“Displacement”, “Final Altitude”, “Gravity”, “Initial Velocity”, and “Mass” as known variables; “Final
Velocity” as the desired variable.

Figure – 28: Basic Variables Screen
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Click on the “Accept Changes” button to get the window of Figure-6. Click on the “I want to solve the
map” button, you will get the information window of Figure-29.

Figure – 29: Instructions for user solving the problem.





As shown in Figure-30, we have selected a few nodes that we believe will solve the problem. The
selected nodes changed their color to brown.
We double left-click any one of the chosen (brown) nodes. The solution was not successful and
the selected nodes turn to yellow, as shown in Figure-31.
We re-select a new set of nodes that we believe will solve the problem, as shown in Figure-32.
We double left-click any one of the chosen (brown) nodes. The solution was successful, the
selected nodes turn red/green, and the software displayed the solution steps at top right-hand
corner of the screen, as shown in Figure-33.

Figure – 30: Selected nodes (brown), first attempt.
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Figure – 31: Failed first attempt; yellow nodes.
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Figure – 32: Selected nodes (brown), second attempt.
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Figure – 33: Successful second attempt, red/green nodes. Solution path is shown at top right-hand corner.
Problem – 4
A 2800 kg truck has a brake failure. It is going up a 20o sandy incline with a rolling friction coefficient of
0.6. The initial velocity of the truck, at the bottom of the incline, is 40 m/s. How far up the incline will
the truck climb before it comes to a stop?
Mass = 2800 kg
Initial altitude = 0m
Incline angle = 20o (positive because motion is up the incline)
Initial Velocity = 40 m/s
Final Velocity = 0 m/s (the truck comes to a stop)
Work = 0
Initial and final spring energies = 0
Gravity = 9.81 m/s2
Coefficient of friction = 0.6
Distance travelled up the incline =?
For this problem we will only show the various screens leading to the solution of the problem.
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Figure – 34: Derived variable screen.

Figure – 35: Basic variable screen.
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Figure – 36: Selection of nodes, first attempt.
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Figure – 37: Failed first attempt.
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Figure – 38: Selection of nodes, second attempt.
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Figure – 39: Successful second attempt.
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Figure – 40: Steps of the solution.
Note that last four steps are numbered as step-4. This means that this problem requires solution of
simultaneous equations.
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